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Latvia kept its debt and fiscal deficit comparatively low following the crisis,
but both have risen slightly from 2013 to 2014

Latvia was relatively hard hit by the economic crisis. Debt – according to the System of National Accounts 
definition – more than tripled from 2007 to 2009 from 12.8% to 41.6%, but since then it has been relatively 
stable.  Government gross debt in 2103 was 42.6% of GDP, less than half of the OECD average of 109.3%, 
and reached 44.9% in 2014.  The fiscal deficit was 0.7% in 2013, compared to the OECD average of 4.2%, 
and 1.4% in 2014.  

Chapter 2: Public finance and economics

General government gross debt as a percentage of GDP
General government fiscal balance as a percentage of GDP

Latvia is taking important steps towards consolidating public sector integrity standards

Asset disclosure requirements in Latvia are very high relative to OECD countries, and the same high stan-
dards apply to all three branches of government – the executive, the legislative and the judicial branches – as 
well as for “at risk” areas. Latvia’s 2015-2020 draft national Corruption Guidelines and the recent alignment 
of legislation with international standards, including the Law on Prevention of Conflict of Interest of Public 
Officials, mark important milestones in strengthening public sector integrity in the country. Other achieve-
ments include a draft law on whistle-blower protection and a handbook on whistleblowing, as well as sug-
gestions regarding the Anti-Corruption Bureau’s structural and independence issues.

Chapter 7: Public Sector Integrity

Level of disclosure and public availability of private interests across branches of government

Citizens’ confidence in the judicial system is very low in Latvia

Citizens’ confidence in the judicial system hit 31% in Latvia in 2014, which is considerably below the OECD 
average of 54%, and has declined from 35% confidence in 2007.  Only 8% of Latvians felt highly informed 
about legal procedures in 2013, which is lower than in any OECD country. Timeliness of the court system 
could be a contributing factor, as the average disposition time of a first instance civil and commercial cases 
takes 252 days. However, 8 OECD countries have longer disposition times than Latvia.  Efforts are being 
made to improve the performance and independence of the judicial system.

Chapter 12: Serving Citizens

Citizens‘ confidence with the judicial system
Percentage of people who feel highly informed about legal procedures
Disposition time in days for first instance civil and commercial litigious cases
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GOVERNMENT INPUTS: FINANCIAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES
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GOVERNMENT PROCESSES

Institutions Regulatory Governance Public Procurement Public Sector Integrity Digital Government
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GOVERNMENT OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES

Notes
 Fiscal balance as reported in the System of National Accounts (SNA) framework, also referred to as net lending (+) or net borrowing (-) of government, is calculated as total government revenues minus total government expenditures.
 Structural fiscal balance, or underlying balance, represents the fiscal balance adjusted for the state of the economic cycle (as measured by the output gap which resulted as the dif ference between actual and potential GDP) and one-off 
fiscal operations.
 Government gross debt is reported according to the SNA definition, which dif fers from the definition applied under the Maastricht Treaty. It is defined as all liabilities that require payment or payments of interest or principal by the 
debtor to the creditor at a date or dates in the future. All debt instruments are liabilities, but some liabilities such as shares, equity and financial derivatives are not debt.
 OUR Data Index for Latvia not available because the country does not have a Central/federal centralized Open Government Data Portal.
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Government at a Glance 2015
With a focus on public administration, OECD Government at a Glance 2015 provides readers with a dashboard of key indicators assembled with the 

goal of contributing to the analysis and international comparison of public sector performance across OECD countries. Indicators on public finances 

and employment are provided alongside composite indexes summarising aspects of public management policies, and indicators on services to 

citizens in health care, education, and  justice. Government at a Glance 2015 also includes indicators on key governance and public management 

issues, such as regulatory management, budgeting practices and procedures, public sector integrity, public procurement and core government 

results in terms of trust in institutions, income redistribution and efficiency and cost-effectiveness of governments.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/gov_glance-2015-en

The Excel spreadsheets used to create the tables and figures in Government at a Glance 2015 are available 
via the StatLinks provided throughout the publication:

For more information on the data (including full methodology and figure notes)
and to consult all other Country Fact Sheets: www.oecd.org/gov/govataglance.htm
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